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ATTALUS AND THE OTHERS
Diatribic Morality, Cynicism and Rhetoricin Seneca’s Teachers* 
Barbara Del Giovane            
1. Introduction
In his writing Seneca gives us an interesting description of his teachers1, who 
were instrumental in the development of his philosophical ideas. Among these, 
was Sotion, from the School of the Sextii2, Papirius Fabianus3, an orator adherent 
* This article is a reworked version of a paper given in the ucl conference Educating the Future 
Generation. Teaching, Learning and Antiquity. A Postgraduate Conference at University College Lon- 
don (13-14th September 2012). My thanks to Prof. Rita Degl’Innocenti Pierini for inspiring this work 
and to Dr. James McNamara for both patience in the revision of the paper and priceless suggestions.
1 For a short representation of the Stoic philosophical milieu of the first century ad, see A. Grilli, 
Seneca e l’ambiente stoico intorno a lui, in La storia, la letteratura e l’arte a Roma. Da Tiberio a 
Domiziano. Atti del convegno (Mantova, Teatro Accademico, 4-5-6-7 ottobre 1990), Mantova 1992, 
pp. 27-42; cfr. also V. Tietze Larson, Seneca and the Schools of Philosophy in Early Imperial Rome, 
«Journ. Class. St.» 17 (1992), pp. 49-56, and M. Morford, The Roman Philosophers. From the Time 
of Cato the Censor to the death of Marcus Aurelius, New York 2002, pp. 153 ff. 
2 On the School of the Sextii, cfr. A. Oltramare, Les origines de la diatribe romaine, Lausanne 
1926, pp. 153-189; G. Mazzoli, Genesi e valore del motivo escatologico in Seneca. Contributo alla 
questione posidoniana, «Rend. Ist. Lomb.» 101 (1967), pp. 226-244; Id., La prosa filosofica, scien-
tifica, epistolare, in F. Montanari (a cura di), La prosa latina. Forme, autori, problemi, Roma 1991, 
pp. 173-175; P. Grimal, Sénèque ou la conscience de l’Empire, Paris 1978, pp. 33, 247, and passim; 
I. Lana, Sextiorum nova et Romani roboris secta, «Riv. Fil. Istr. Class.» 31 (1953), pp. 1-26, and 209-
234; Id., La Scuola dei Sestii, in P. Grimal (éd.), La langue latine, langue de la philosophie. Actes 
du colloque organisé par l’École française de Rome avec le concours de l’Université de Rome La 
Sapienza, Rome 1992, pp. 109-124; Id., Lucio Anneo Seneca. Ristampa anastatica dell’edizione del 
1955, Bologna 2010; L. Ferrero, Storia del Pitagorismo nel mondo romano. Dalle origini alla fine 
della Repubblica, Torino 1955, pp. 360-378; M. Griffin, Seneca, a Philosopher in Politics, Oxford 
1976, p. 311; A. Setaioli, Seneca e i Greci, Bologna 1988, pp. 367-374; M. Billerbeck, Der Kyniker 
Demetrius. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der frühkaiserzeitlichen Popularphilosophie, Leiden 1979, pp. 
12-15; M. Goulet-Cazé, Le cynisme à l’époque impérial, ANRW ii 36.4, Berlin-New York 1990, pp. 
2720-2833, pp. 2806-2807; C.E. Manning, School Philosophy and Popular Philosophy in the Roman 
Empire, ANRW» ii 36.7, Berlin-New York 1994, pp. 5009-5012.
3 About Fabianus, cfr. A. Oltramare, Les origines, cit., pp. 158 ff.; P. Grimal, Sénèque, cit., pp. 259 
ff.; I. Lana, Sextiorum nova, cit., pp. 117 ff.; Id. Lucio Anneo, cit., pp. 53 ff., and passim; M. Guerra, 
L’infanzia e l’adolescenza di Seneca, in A. Balbo - I. Lana (a cura di), Seneca e i giovani, Venosa 
1997, pp. 47-51; G. Laudizi, Mores ille non verba composuit (Sen. ep. 100,2), «Boll. Stud. Lat.» 35 
(2005), pp. 50-79; E. Berti, Scholasticorum studia. Seneca il Vecchio e la cultura retorica e lettera-
ria della prima età imperiale, Pisa 2007, pp. 66, 160, and 219 ff.; for the Senecan passages about 
Fabianus, cfr. brev. 10, 1; epist. 11, 4; 40, 12; 100, entirely dedicated to him.
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of the same philosophical school, a “deserter”, according to Seneca the Elder4; 
Seneca also mentions the Stoic Attalus5 and the Cynic Demetrius6, who, although 
not officially his master, is portrayed as a true moral force. Interestingly, these men 
are described with common features7; in primis, the strong influence of diatribic 
morality8, the application of “practical” rules9 and then the use of an eloquence that 
refuses every kind of rhetorical device, adhering to the verum, and preferring the 
res to the verba10. 
It is also important to point out how these masters achieved prominence in the 
late production of Seneca’s Letters with special reference to two of the last letters – 
108 and 110 – which provide the clearest evidence. The reason can be found most 
clearly in the typology of preaching and teaching practised by the above masters, 
who were re-embraced in the «vocazione ascetica dell’ultimo Seneca»11, according 
4 Cfr. Sen. contr. 2 praef., 5 Apud Blandum diutius quam apud Fuscum Arellium studuit, sed cum 
iam transfugisset, eo tempore quo eloquentiae studebat non eloquentiae causa. 
5 For hints about Attalus, as a philosophical guide of Seneca, cfr. B. Del Giovane, Retorica, im-
maginazione e autopsia. Seneca e il caso della colpevole luxuria (epist. 110, 14 e benef. vii 10, 2), 
«Athenaeum» 102/2 (2014), p. 490, note 1, with up-to-date bibliography. 
6 «Finally, Seneca was also to come into contact with Cynic philosophy in the person of Demetrius, 
and although this meeting occurred later in life, when Seneca was no longer an impressionable youth, 
he writes of Demetrius’ teachings with as much enthusiasm as he shows for those of the Stoic Attalus 
and the Sextian Fabianus», V. Tietze Larson, Seneca, cit., p. 50; about Demetrius, see B. Del Giovane, 
Retorica, cit., p. 490, note 2; allow me merely to mention the monograph by M. Billerbeck, aptly 
entitled Der Kyniker Demetrius and R. Finn Op, Asceticism in the Graeco-Roman World, Cambridge 
2009, pp. 24-25; for the presence of Demetrius in Seneca’s prose works, cfr. prov. 3, 3; 5, 5; vit. beat. 
18, 3; epist. 20, 9; 62, 3; 67, 13; 91, 19; benef. vii 1, 3-7; 2, 1; 8, 2-11; nat. iv a. praef. 7.
7 On the common features of those teachers-philosophers, in which we can recognize the parae-
netic force and a thought marked out by “Cynic nuances”, cfr. V. Tietze Larson, Seneca, cit.; C.E. 
Manning, School Philosophy, cit. 
8 Quoting the enlightening words of G. Mazzoli, Seneca, cit., p. 237, the diatribe «adunava sotto i 
comuni colori del cinismo stoicheggiante, dell’ei\do~ spoudaiogevloion,  della mordace contestazione 
e della retoricità una materia etica priva di precise sfragivde~ scolastiche [...] sminuzzata [...] in una 
serie vasta ma tipologicamente circoscritta di frammenti apoftegmatici e di esempi tradizionali». Even 
if too breafly for what concerns such a complex matter, I need to point out that I am in agreement with 
the totality of scholars in refusing diatribe as a literary genre with recognizable features, whose Bion 
of Borysthenes would be the inventor. With this preliminary statement, I continue in using both terms 
“diatribe” and “diatribic” to indicate the tradition about which we have manifest traces and whose 
the fragments of Bion and Teles of Megara are the most representative texts. Both diatribic topoi and 
stylistic features are distinguishable in Seneca, and his approach to this preaching is certainly medi-
ated also by the schools of Rhetoric, the influence of his teachers, topic of this article, the tradition of 
Roman moralism and Horace’s poetry. For a clarification on the utility of using the term “diatribe”, 
see P.P. Fuentes González, Les diatribes de Télès, Paris 1998, p. 73, note 5, with rich bibliography. 
9 On Attalus’ teachings, marked by a strong Cynic tendency, cfr. M. Billerbeck, Der Kyniker, cit., pp. 
5-11; M. Goulet-Cazé, Le cynisme, cit., pp. 180-187; C.E. Manning, School Philosophy, cit., p. 5009.
10 For suggestions on the eloquence of those teachers, cfr. A.D. Leeman, Orationis ratio. The Sty- 
listic Theories and Practice of the Roman Orators, Historians and Philosophers, Amsterdam 1963, p. 
260 ff.; G. Moretti, Acutum dicendi genus. Brevità, oscurità, sottigliezze e paradossi nelle tradizioni 
retoriche degli stoici, Bologna 1995, pp. 169 ff.
11 Cfr. G. Mazzoli, Le Epistulae Morales ad Lucilium di Seneca. Valore letterario e filosofico, 
ANRW ii 36.3, Berlin-New York 1989, pp. 1823-1877, at p. 1873.
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to Mazzoli. I contend that indeed Attalus, the School of the Sextii and its person-
ages played an important role in the Senecan approach to morality, that, while not 
defined as cynic strictu sensu12, is characterised by the search for an austeritas and 
by the insistence on the concept of a[skhsi~13, the exercise which provides, among 
other things, the consistent practice of frugalitas. 
This philosophical reflection, therefore, to which Seneca returns in his old age, 
is a «riscoperta delle proprie origini, un ritrovamento della fede», to use the words 
of Lana14: an example of this renewed need for moral rectitude is his attitude to-
wards wealth, that changes from relaxed in De vita beata to radical in his reflections 
in letter 119, where he states that true richness consists in not needing anything. In 
Letter 123, however, he combines vitriolic attacks on luxury and colourful sketches 
of contemporary wealth to drive home the message that poverty is only an evil to 
those who cannot accept it. 
2. Attalus and the sample of Letter 110
For a brief specimen to illustrate the preaching of the Stoic Attalus, based on the 
contempt of wealth and his exhortation to renounce categorically surplus goods, 
let us examine Letter 11015, in which Seneca inserts a long speech from the master 
against luxury16. 
12 For the relationships between Seneca and Cynic thought, see M. Billerbeck, Der Kyniker, cit.; 
M. Griffin, Cynicism, cit.: as announced by the title, Griffin well highlights the ambiguity of a per-
spective that on one hands refuses the element of vulgar Cynicism, on the contrary shows a fascina-
tion for characters who, as in the case of Demetrius, give proof of an authentic kuniko;~ bivo~. See also 
the analysis of C.E. Manning, School Philosophy, cit., pp. 518-523.
13 For the concept of a[skhsi~ related to Seneca and to the teachings of the Sextii, Attalus and Fa- 
bianus, cfr. M. Goulet-Cazé, Le cynisme, cit., pp. 180-187; cfr. K. Abel, Seneca. Leben und Leistung, 
ANRW ii 32.2, Berlin-New York 1995, pp. 653-775, at pp. 662-663.   
14 I. Lana, Lucio Anneo, cit., pp. 52-53.
15 On the Cynic features of this passage, cfr. E. Albertini, La Composition dans les Ouvrages 
philosophiques de Sénèque, Paris 1923, p. 309, note 4.
16 Cfr. Sen. epist. 110, 14 Attalum memini cum magna admiratione omnium haec dicere: “diu” in-
quit “mihi inposuere divitiae. Stupebam ubi aliquid ex illis alio atque alio loco fulserat; existimabam 
similia esse quae laterent his quae ostenderentur. Sed in quodam apparatu vidi totas opes urbis, cae-
lata et auro et argento et iis quae pretium auri argentique vicerunt, exquisitos colores et vestes ultra 
non tantum nostrum sed ultra finem hostium advectas; hinc puerorum perspicuos cultu atque forma 
greges, hinc feminarum, et alia quae res suas recognoscens summi imperii fortuna protulerat. [15] 
“Quid hoc est” inquam “aliud inritare cupiditates hominum per se incitatas? quid sibi vult ista pe-
cuniae pompa? ad discendam avaritiam convenimus?” At mehercules minus cupiditatis istinc effero 
quam adtuleram. Contempsi divitias, non quia supervacuae sed quia pusillae sunt. [16] Vidistine 
quam intra paucas horas ille ordo quamvis lentus dispositusque transierit? Hoc totam vitam nostram 
occupabit quod totum diem occupare non potuit? Accessit illud quoque: tam supervacuae mihi visae 
sunt habentibus quam fuerunt spectantibus. [17] Hoc itaque ipse mihi dico quotiens tale aliquid pra-
estrinxerit oculos meos, quotiens occurrit domus splendida, cohors culta servorum, lectica formonsis 
inposita calonibus: «quid miraris? quid stupes? pompa est. Ostenduntur istae res, non possidentur, et 
dum placent transeunt”. [18] Ad veras potius te converte divitias; disce parvo esse contentus et illam 
vocem magnus atque animosus exclama: habemus aquam, habemus polentam; Iovi ipsi controver-
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The participation in a civic ceremony – maybe a triumph – in which he could 
observe an exhibition of all the precious possessions of the urbs, furnishes the 
master with the pretext for a reflection on riches, categorically despised as superva-
cuae17 and pusillae and marked also by a sense of transience. This disagrees mildly 
with the Stoic attitude which places riches among the preferable ajdiavfora18. At 
par. 18 the paraenetic tone gets stronger, and master’s voice advises turning to the 
real riches and encourages learning to be content with little, recalling Horace’s con-
tentus parvo esse. The master’s last warning seems tinged with “epicureus color”, 
using Usener’s words, in that Attalus exhorts a frugal life, exemplified in the say-
ing: habemus aquam, habemus polentam; Iovi ipsi controversiam de felicitate fa-
ciamus, recalling Epicurus in fr. 602 Usener (oJ aujto;~ e[lege de; eJtoivmw~ e[cein 
kai; tw`/ Dii; uJpe;r eujdaimoniva~ diagwnivzesqai, mavzan e[cwn kai; u{dwr)19. Seneca 
alludes to this motto also in Letter 25, 420, mentioning also the name of Epicurus, 
in a context that Bellandi21 considers a great example of Seneca’s diatribic moral-
ism, and in which there is a strong exhortation to refuse the supervacua, in order to 
return to the laws of nature. 
If this affirmation has been used to prove Epicurus’ influence on Seneca’s mas-
ter, I contend that, towards the Philosophy of the Garden, Attalus shows the same 
approach as Seneca22. The master does not bend to epicurean doctrinal influence, 
rather he reaps the best as an explorator, viewing other’s hortuli. Attalus urges fru-
gality, availing himself of the incisiveness and ethical rectitude of Epicurus’ words, 
but forthwith corrects and reinforces the moral weight of his statement, returning to 
principles which are more radical and closer to Cynicism: Faciamus, oro te, etiam 
si ista defuerint; turpe est beatam vitam in auro et argento reponere, aeque turpe in 
aqua et polenta. This Stoic theory, as Grimal points out23, is certainly one of the “in-
different things”, but the radical thought which postulates the fundamental precept 
siam de felicitate faciamus. Faciamus, oro te, etiam si ista defuerint; turpe est beatam vitam in auro 
et argento reponere, aeque turpe in aqua et polenta. “Quid ergo faciam si ista non fuerint?”.
17 Riches are considered superfluous things (supervacua) in epist. 87, 6-7 as well, in a contest in 
which, together with the tale of a journey where Seneca tries to engage with poverty, we also find the 
character of Cato the Censor, as an example of austerity, allusions to the Cynic Diogenes and criticism 
of the cavillationes of the ancient Stoics; for a commentary on the letter, cfr. G. Allegri, Progresso 
verso la virtus. Il programma della Lettera 87 di Seneca, Bologna 2004. 
18 Cfr. the famous SVF iii 119, 122, 126, and 127; on the same topic, it is enough to quote M. 
Pohlenz, La Stoa. Storia di un movimento spirituale, tr. it., Firenze 1967, vol. i, p. 486; vol. ii, pp. 
75-76, and 304.
19 Cfr. Epicurea, ed. H. Usener, Lipsiae 1887, p. 339, where the affinity of Attalus’ motto with the 
Epicurean quote is observed: epist. 110, 18 epicureo colore Attalus Stoicus Senecae.
20 Sen. epist. 110, 1825, 4 Aut gratuitum est quo egemus, aut vile: panem et aquam natura deside-
rat. Nemo ad haec pauper est, intra quae quisquis desiderium suum clusit cum ipso Iove de felicitate 
contendat, ut ait Epicurus, cuius aliquam vocem huic epistulae involvam. “Sic fac” inquit “omnia 
tamquam spectet Epicurus”. 
21 Cfr. F. Bellandi, Etica diatribica e protesta sociale nelle Satire di Giovenale, Bologna 1980, 
pp. 12 ff.
22 For the relationships between Seneca and the epicurean quotes, cfr. A. Setaioli, Seneca, cit., pp. 
171-248.
23 Cfr. P. Grimal, Sénèque, cit., p. 251.
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of the mhdeno;~ dei`sqai is closer to the original Stoicism24, dominated by the cynic 
influence. Therefore, the remedy against poverty, expressed in the incisive and pas-
sionate rhetoric saying famem fames finit, is in perfect harmony with the moral 
dictate of Diogenes: «hunger is the most appetizing and sufficient food»25. Errone-
ously, in my opinion, Iustus Lipsius, in his commentary on the Epistles interprets 
the sententia in relation to death, which could in this way bring an end to hunger. 
Grimal seems to follow this interpretation, when, about the passage, he talks about 
death as «le moyen suprême de liberation»26.
The topic of hunger as the best appetite or, in variatione, hunger as the best 
food, seems to derivate by the Socratic tradition, more precisely, the tradition of 
the Popular Socrates, about whom the xenophontean works are the more important 
and influential voice27. In the Memorabilia we have indeed the first statement of 
the topic, with the affirmation about Socrates for whom «the appetite worked as a 
dressing» 28. The topic appears also in the fable of The choice of Heracles by Pro-
dicus of Ceos, a tale quoted by Xenophon Memorabilia ii 1, 21 ff.29. In answering 
back to the proposal of Kakiva, who offers a path to happiness marked by its short-
24 Cfr. Zeno as a student of Crates and his young work – The Republic – written «on the tail of 
a dog», SVF ii 1; for the relationships between Cynicism and Stoicism, cfr. I. Heinemann, Philons 
griechische und jüdische Bildung. Kulturvergleichende Untersuchungen zu Philons Darstellung der 
judische Gesetze, Breslau 1932, pp. 431 ff.; D.R. Dudley, A History of Cynicism from Diogenes to 
the 6th Century a.s., London 19672, pp. 95 ff., and passim; J.M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy, Cambridge 
1969, pp. 54 ff.; M. Schofield, The Stoic Idea of the City, Cambridge 1991, pp. 10-13; A. Brancacci, 
I koinh`/ ajrevskonta dei Cinici e la koinwniva tra cinismo e stoicismo nel libro vi delle «Vite» di 
Diogene Laerzio, ANRW ii 36.6, Berlin-New York 1992, pp. 4049-4075; R. Radice, «Oikeiosis». 
Ricerche sul fondamento del pensiero stoico e sulla sua genesi, Milano 2000.   
25 DChr. vi 12 ÔO de; limw`/ me;n ejcrh`to kai; divyei pro; th`~ trofh`~ eJkavstote, kai; ejnovmize tou`to 
iJkanwvtaton kai; drimuvtaton tw`n o[ywn («Diogenes, however, always waited until he was hungry or 
thirsty before he partook of nourishment, and he thought that hunger was the most satisfactory and 
pungent of appetizers» trans. J.W. Cohoon); for the best analysis of Diogenes’ character, of the testi-
monia about him and of his quotes, based not only on Diogenes Laertius’ text, cfr. the monumental 
work G. Giannantoni (a cura di), Socratis et Socraticorum Reliquiae, iv voll. Napoli 1990, in particu-
lar the notes 41 and ff. (vol. iv, pp. 371 ff.).
26 In support of this interpretation, P. Grimal, Sénèque, cit., p. 251 quotes two passages of the 
Consolatio ad Marciam: 20, 1 O ignaros malorum suorum, quibus non mors ut optimum inventum 
naturae laudatur expectaturque. [...] 3 Non est molestum servire ubi, si dominii pertaesum est, licet 
uno gradu ad libertatem transire.
27 See E. Berti, Scholasticorum studia, cit., p. 129 for brief and incisive considerations on this 
topic.
28 Cfr. Xen. mem. i 3, 5 sivtw/ me;n ga;r tosouvtw/ ejcrh`to, o{son hJdevw~ h[sqie, kai; ejpi; tou`to ou{tw 
pareskeuasmevno~ h[/ei w{ste th;n ejpiqumivan tou` sivtou o[yon aujtw`/ ei\nai: poto;n de; pa`n hJdu; h\n aujtw`/ 
dia; to; mh; pivnein. Cfr. the commentary of O. Gigon, Kommentar zum ersten Buch von Xenophons 
Memorabilien, Basel 1953, pp. 100 ff.; see also mem. iii 11, 13 oJra`/~ ga;r o{ti kai; tw`n brwmavtwn ta; 
h{dista, eja;n mevn ti~ prosfevrh/ pri;n ejpiqumei`n, ajhdh` faivnetai, kekoresmevnoi~ de; kai; bdelugmivan 
parevcei, eja;n dev ti~ prosfevrh/ limo;n ejmpoihvsa~, ka]n faulovtera h\/, pavnu hJdeva faivnetai. 
29 On the Choice of Heracles, see the recent work of G. Moretti, Il mito di Eracle al Bivio fra lette-
ratura e iconografia, in R. Pera (a cura di), Il significato delle immagini. Numismatica, arte, filologia, 
storia. Atti del secondo incontro internazionale di studio del Lexicon Iconographicum Numismaticae 
(Genova, 10-12 novembre 2005), Roma 2012, pp. 411-434: see note 1 for up-to-date bibliography. 
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ness and ease, ∆Arethv accuses her opponent of satisfying the pleasures before desir-
ing them, «eating before being hungry, drinking before being thirst»30. The passage 
could be a hint of how Xenophon, in the fiction of Socrates who quotes Prodicus’ 
fable, as his personal memory of a work that he had read or listened to, could have 
re-interpreted the original muvqo~, inserting also moralistic Socratic topics that we 
find in other passages of his work31. Cicero also recalls the tradition of the Popular 
Socrates: the anecdote about the philosopher who walks around during the night 
looking for dinner is quoted in Tusculanae32 and in De finibus33, with some varia-
tions. The topic has a prominent place in the diatribic texts and it is Teles34, through 
a quote of Bion of Borysthenes, to recall the words of the Personified Poverty, 
while she weighs down the adversarius fictus, reminding him of the importance 
of his goods. Hunger is defined as an «inexpensive and not soft companion-food 
to bread»35. The theme finds the most vivid representation in Ofellus’ teachings36 
and Seneca also elaborates the topic in many passages of his letters: it is enough to 
quote the incisive sententia of Letter 78, 22: magis iuvat bibere sitientem, gratior 
est esurienti cibus. 
To come back to Attalus, the idea of the competition with Jupiter is present, as 
already pointed out, in a snippet of Epicurus, re-echoed by Seneca’s teacher, and is 
also a Stoic concept, found in fr. iii 246 Von Arnim, where Chyrisippus, in a quo-
tation by Plutarch, says that «in respect of virtue, Zeus does not exceed Dion»37. 
Notwithstanding, the theme of the oJmoivwsi~ qew`/, the equality with the divine, in re-
lation to the absolute lack of need, also finds a precedent in the Cynic idea, particu-
larly well illustrated in Diogenes’ preaching, where he states that «it is a peculiarity 
of the Gods to need nothing and those who are like Gods need little»38. The mhdeno;~ 
30 Cfr. Xen. mem. ii 1, 30 h{ti~ oujde; th;n tw`n hJdevwn ejpiqumivan ajnamevnei~, ajlla; pri;n ejpiqumh`sai 
pavntwn ejmpivmplasai, pri;n me;n peinh`n ejsqivousa, pri;n de; diyh`n pivnousa ... 
31 Scholars are divided on the subject of the original material by Prodicus: for a review of opin-
ions, cfr. L. De Martinis (a cura di), Senofonte. Tutti gli scritti socratici, Milano 2013, p. 347, note 46.
32 Cic. Tusc. v 97 Socraten ferunt, cum usque ad vesperum contentius ambularet quaesitumque 
esset ex eo, quare id faceret, respondisse se, quo melius cenaret, obsonare ambulando famem. 
33 Cic. fin. ii 90 verum enim diceret, idque Socratem, qui voluptatem nullo loco numerat, audio 
dicentem, cibi condimentum esse famem, potionis sitim. 
34 Teles p. 7, 7 Hense h] oujk o[yon ajdavpanon kai; ajtruvferon paraskeuavzw soi th;n pei`nan… 
35 On the Cynic idea of hunger as the best food, cfr. J.F. Kindstrand, Bion of Borysthenes. A Col- 
lection of the Fragments with Introduction and Commentary, Uppsala 1976, pp. 216-217. 
36 Hor. serm. ii 2, 14-15 cum labor extuderit fastidia, siccus, / inanis sperne cibum vilem; 20-21 
tu pulmentaria quaere / sudando ... It is not by chance that many scholars focussed on Ofellus as a 
“popular preacher»: R. Heinze, De Horatio Bionis imitatore, Bonn 1889, p. 25; P. Lejay, Oeuvres 
d’Horace, Paris 1911, pp. 325-326; G.C. Fiske, Lucilius and Horace, Madison 1920, pp. 379 ff.; N. 
Rudd, The Satires of Horace, Cambridge 1966, pp. 161 ff.; L. Giancarli, La filosofia di Ofello. Un 
commento a Hor. Serm. 2, 2 (vv. 70-136), «Aufidus» 45 (2001), pp. 37-61.
37 SVF iii 246 ajlla; kata; Cruvsippon oujde; tou`to perivestin aujtoi`~: ajreth`/ te ga;r oujc uJpe-
revcein to;n Diva tou` Divwno~ wjfelei`sqaiv q∆ oJmoivw~ uJp∆ ajllhvlwn to;n Diva kai; tovn Divwna, sofou;~ 
o[nta~, o{tan a{tero~ qatevrou tugcavnh/ kinoumevnou. 
38 Cfr. D.L. vi 105 e[nioi gou`n kai; botavnai~ kai; pantavpasin u{dati crw`ntai yucrw`/ skevpai~ te 
tai`~ tucouvsai~ kai; pivqoi~, kaqavper Diogevnh~, o}~ e[faske qew`n me;n i[dion ei\nai mhdeno;~ dei`sqai, 
tw`n de; qeoi`~ oJmoivwn to; ojlivgwn crhv/zein. For the relationships between Epicureanism and Cynicism, 
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dei`sqai39 as a requirement for the sapiens’ assimilation to the God, can be found in 
Xenophon’s Memorabilia i 6, 10, in which Socrates states, with evident similarity 
to the teaching of Diogenes portrayed by Diogenes Laertius, that «having no need 
is divine, and the need for the least possible is the condition closest to divine»40. 
It is particularly useful to remind of a passage from De tranquillitate animi 8, 541 
in which first Diogenes’ happiness is compared to the condition of the immortal 
Gods (deorum immortalium status); then Diogenes himself should be considered 
similar to the Gods, defined before «naked, giving all and having nothing», since 
«he stripped himself of everything fortuitous»: Hunc tu pauperem putas an diis im- 
mortalibus similem, qui se fortuitis omnibus exuit? Seneca’s portrait of Diogenes 
seems indeed to seal the Cynic concept of similarity with the divine, based on not 
posses anything. 
Therefore, still concerning the Letter 110, at the conclusion of his sermocina-
tio, Attalus returns to tones strictly influenced by the traditional diatribic morality, 
insisting first on the absolute freedom to argue in the face of Fortuna, denying her 
the exercise of any power (par. 20 Liber est autem non in quem parum licet fortu-
nae sed in quem nihil ). Then, we rediscover the fundamental precept of mhdeno;~ 
dei`sqai useful «to compete with Jupiter who desires nothing». This modifies and 
corrects, therefore, the ethical Epicurean effect, and shifts definitively towards a 
radically Stoic concept, close to the ascetical austerity of the original Stoicism. 
3. The Letter 108
Passing on to a reading of the Letter 108, Seneca seems to elaborate for us a 
type of theory of teaching of philosophy42, with the explanation of teaching objec-
tives and didactic outcomes which both the pupil and the teacher have to pursue 
mutually: par. 3 “Idem” inquit “et docenti et discenti debet esse propositum, ut 
ille prodesse velit, hic proficere”, as we read in the quotation of Attalus. He insists 
also on the preponderance of the ethical doctrine on philological and syntactical 
on the topic of equality with the divine, cfr. M. Gigante, Cinismo e epicureismo, Napoli 1992, p. 68; 
cfr. Epicurea, ed. H. Usener, cit., p. 339: «praeiverant Cynici», with many exempla. 
39 Cfr. A. Brancacci, I κοινῇ, cit., p. 4070 and n. 73, in which the scholar discusses the mhdeno;~ 
dei`sqai as a divine attribute already for Xenophanes, Heraclitus and Parmenides: see the frr. Xen. 21 
B 2; A 32 D.-K.; Heracl. 22 B 5; B 15 D.-K; Parmen. 28 B 8, 33 D.-K.
40 Cfr. Χen. mem. i 6, 10 e[oika~, w\ ∆Antifw`n, th;n eujdaimonivan oijomevnw/ trufh;n kai; polutevleian 
ei\nai: ejgw; d∆ ejnomivzon to; me;n mhdeno;~ dei`sqai qei`on ei\nai, to; d∆ wJ~ ejlacivstwn ejggutavtw tou` qeivou, 
kai; to; me;n qei`on kravtiston, to; d∆ ejggutavtw tou` qeivou ejggutavtw tou` krativstou.   
41 Sen. tranq. 8, 5 Si quis de felicitate Diogenis dubitat, potest idem dubitare et de deorum immor-
talium statu, an parum beate degant quod nec praedia nec horti sint nec alieno colono rura pretiosa 
nec grande in foro faenus. Non te pudet, quisquis divitiis astupes? Respice agedum mundum: nudos vi-
debis deos, omnia dantes, nihil habentes. Hunc tu pauperem putas an diis immortalibus similem, qui se 
fortuitis omnibus exuit? On the background of De tranquillitate animi 8, hints in M. Cavalca Schiroli, 
Lucio Anneo Seneca. De tranquillitate animi. Introduzione, testo e commento, Bologna 1981, p. 88.
42 Only cursory hints, about the Letter 108, in M. Bellincioni, Educazione alla sapientia in Seneca, 
Brescia 20002, pp. 75-76, and passim.
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studies. If philosophy has turned into philology, as we read at par. 9 (Itaque quae 
philosophia fuit facta philologia est), the teachers who teach to argue (disputare) 
rather than to live (vivere) are as guilty as the students who, in place of the animus, 
choose to cultivate the ingenium. In addition, in the conclusion of the letter (par. 35) 
he repeats that the purpose of reading or listening to the philosophers’ teaching is to 
achieve the vita beata, setting the sterile rhetorical figures of speech against profu- 
tura praecepta, the noble and courageous sayings to be put immediately into action.
A similar idea is also significantly present in Letter 95, stressing the necessity 
of putting the decreta in juxtaposition with praecepta, together with Letter 94, «the 
magna charta» of Seneca’s views on education43. Here, in a speech by the adver-
sarius fictus, refuter of the thesis, we find again the same concept of excessive 
dialectic virtuosity, contrasting with the simplicity of virtue and the practical aspect 
of living: par. 13 Simplex enim illa et aperta virtus in obscuram et sollertem scien-
tiam versa est docemurque disputare, non vivere. In Letter 20, 2 it is affirmed that 
«philosophy teaches us to act and not to speak» (facere docet philosophia, non di-
cere). Similarly, in Letter 106, 12 Seneca opposes the vita with school disputations 
(Quemadmodum omnium rerum, sic litterarum quoque intemperantia laboramus: 
non vitae sed scholae discimus). In Letter 108, Seneca even repeats the superiority 
of a preaching in a moral sense and yet demonstrates his awareness of an excess 
of commonplace features, common to certain themes de contemptu pecuniae, in 
luxuriam, in aviditatem, in fortunam, in mortem (par. 11). He makes a natural refer-
ence to the tradition of commonplaces, which belongs as much to diatribic morality 
as the schools of rhetoric44 and he explains the necessity of identifying a dialectic 
modus which could guarantee a welcome reception from listeners. 
It is not the case that he most elaborate and detailed memories of Attalus and So-
tion are concentrated in the letter. Indeed, in the description of their modus docendi, 
we can read a perfect example of and correspondence with what Seneca seems to 
want to affirm first “in theory”. In trying to identify the right attitudes that the mas-
ters and the pupils should take, two specific ways of behaving seem to be outlined, 
exemplified in par. 23, which comments-glosses the list of Attalus’ practical pre-
cepts: Haec rettuli ut probarem tibi quam vehementes haberent tirunculi impetus 
primos ad optima quaeque, si quis exhortaretur illos, si quis inpelleret. It is down 
to the pupil to provide the impetus, the natural ejnqousiasmov~, and the passion for 
philosophical themes. With effective sketches in parr. 6-9 the different reactions to 
philosophical teaching are described, demonstrating in a climax of icastic cogency 
first the philosophorum inquilini, who mistake the philosophi schola for a deverso-
rium otii and who pay futile attention to words, rather than philosophical precepts. 
43 Cfr. G. Allegri, Progresso, cit., p. 10.
44 For the rhetorical loci communes and the translaticiae sententiae «the general concepts» so called 
because they «have no intimate connection with the particular controversia, but can be quite aptly 
placed elsewhere too, such as those on fortune, cruelty, the age, riches» (Sen. contr. 1 praef. 23 nihil 
habent cum ipsa controversia inplicitum, sed satis apte et alio transferuntur, tamquam quae de fortu-
na, de crudelitate, de saeculo, de divitiis dicuntur), cfr. E. Berti, Scholasticorum studia, cit., pp. 201, 
163-164, and passim; J. Fairweather, Seneca the Elder, Cambridge 1981, pp. 19-20, 271-273, and 293. 
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In the opposite camp appear those who, according to Mazzoli, «penetrate the res, 
undergo the transfer and fly towards the sublime»45. 
3.1. Reconneting to «Seneca and the Sublime»
The comparison between the pupils enchanted by rerum pulchritudo, here still 
opposed to verborum inanium sonitus, and the Phrygian priests, obliges me to re-
connect my point, even if briefly, to the polemics on Seneca and the Sublime, that 
have Mazzoli and Setaioli46 as the main contrasting voices. Essentially, Mazzoli 
admits for Seneca the theorization of the poetic irrational, the latter denies it cat-
egorically. Mazzoli considers our passage very representative of the doctrine of the 
poetic excitement, which in this case concerns the ajkohv, the addressee47. On the 
other hand Setaioli highlights the negativity of the quoted example. He recalls Sen-
ecan passages in which the Phrygians symbolize the lack of virility48, consequently 
he reaffirms the impossibility for Seneca of employing such an image to represent 
his own poetics. 
I would like to suggest that this single context is to be interpreted with a less 
radical perspective. I would assume that in this case we could accept the idea of 
the Sublime in so far as we do not relate it to a poetic issue, but rather to the moral 
elevation, the argumentative substance that marks the philosopher-teachers, able to 
overwhelm the animus of their students, to “sublimate” them indeed. Undoubtedly, 
in some cases the Corybantes represent the lack of virility. However, in this specific 
passage the metaphor seems to recall a semantic field, which only displays such a 
great enthusiasm for philosophical issues. This fervour is enthralling insomuch as 
to be assimilated to the divine excitement. Consequently, the metaphor does not 
have a negative connotation nor does it contain references to an excessive moral 
slackness. What is negative, as we read further, is the hypothesis and, I would 
highlight this, only the hypothesis of a superficial animus that cannot maintain its 
solidity, with the meaningful employ of the verb permaneo, nor save its strength, 
the impetus, resisting under the influence of populus honesti dissuasor. 
The students are emphatically drawn, they are metaphorically “possessed” by phi-
losophers’ prominence in developing philosophical arguments (also in Letter 52, 9 
Seneca talks about the rerum magnitudo that affects Fabianus’ preaching and that 
45 Cfr. G. Mazzoli, Seneca e la poesia, in P. Grimal (éd.), Sénèque et la prose latine (Entretiens sur 
l’Antiquité classique, 36), Vandoeuvres-Genève 1991, p. 192.
46 For the fundamental stages of this querelle, cfr. A. Setaioli, Facundus Seneca, Bologna 2000, 
pp. 141-155, 242-254, and 374-378; G. Mazzoli, Seneca, cit., pp. 46-59, and passim; Id., Seneca e il 
sublime, in E. Cotta Ramusino - T. Kenemy (a cura di), Dicibilità del sublime, Udine 1990, pp. 89-97; 
Id. Seneca e la poesia, cit., pp. 177-217; see also C. Torre, Alia temptanda est via. Alcune riflessioni sui 
recenti sviluppi della questione dei “due” Seneca (morale e tragico), «Acme» 60/2 (2007), pp. 53 ff., 
for a summary of the positions of the two scholars.
47 G. Mazzoli, Seneca e la poesia, cit., p. 193.
48 Cfr. A. Setaioli, Facundus, cit., p. 145 and note 177, with a collection of passages about the 
«giudizio sprezzante che Seneca dava dei ministri di Cibele», ibi, pp. 245-246.
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receives clamorous applause in token of interest). The whole Letter 108 highlights 
the idea of this impetuous force. It seems to me that the reference to the Phrygians 
is not employed as an expression of Seneca’s literary ideal, nor does it expresses an 
entirely negative concept. This imagery is common to represent divine excitement 
in relation to poetic inspiration. It is present in Plato49, in several contexts associ-
ated with criticism of the poetic tradition50. In my opinion, since Seneca is aware 
of this important background, he exploits the comparison between the students in 
ecstasy with the philosophical res and the Phrygians, without alluding to the theori-
zation of poetic mania. He just avails himself of the strength and visual suggestive-
ness that were supposed to be carried by this metaphor. As I have just said, in Plato 
the comparison between poetic inspiration and the Corybantes is traditional and it 
affects several passages. I would quote the Ion, in which the association between 
the Galli and the poets who compose their poems inspired by the Gods is always 
introduced by w{sper oiJ korubantiw`nte~ and it displays a vocabulary very close to 
the Senecan context. Look at Ion 536C: «just as the Corybantian worshippers are 
keenly sensible of that strain alone which belongs to the god whose possession is 
on them, and have plenty of gestures and phrases for that tune, but do not heed any 
other (trans. W.R.M. Lamb)»51.
The Symposium gives us an additional parallel, which I consider quite relevant 
to my purpose. Socrates’ speeches are here compared to the effects of the satyr 
Marsyas’ flute (215A ff.). In this circumstance, after listening to Socrates’ words, Al-
cibiades describes himself «in the same state as the Corybantes, only much worse – 
heart leaping, tears pouring out under the impact of this man’s word (trans. C.J. 
Rowe)»52. Furthermore, as I will show shortly, it will be the Socrates described in 
the Platonic Apology who offers an archetypal model for Seneca’s representation 
of the ideal teacher. 
3.2. Enthusiasm, poverty and coherence
Returning to the context in epist. 108 and the precepts of Attalus, we see that 
Seneca provides an ample self-portrait of how he conformed perfectly to the stan-
dards expected of the pupils. First he recalls his behaviour at school, where he was 
overwhelmed by fervid enthusiasm: par. 3 Cum scholam eius obsideremus et primi 
veniremus et novissimi exiremus. Further, at par. 4 Seneca describes the rules of 
practical life ordered by Attalus, and in the face of the commendatio paupertatis 
49 For the metaphor of the Corybantes in Plato, cfr. I.M. Linforth, The Corybantic Rites in Plato, 
«Univ. of Calif. Publ. in Class. Philology» 13 (1946), pp. 121-144; E.S. Belfiore, Socrates’ Daimonic 
Art. Love for Wisdom in Four Platonic Dialogues, Cambridge 2012, pp. 268 and passim. 
50 For the main passages, cfr. Crit. 54D; Ion. 533E-534A; 536C; Leg. 790D-791B; Phaedr. 228B-C; 
234D; Euthyd. 277D-E; Symp. 215A-216C; 215E.     
51 See also Ion. 534A «just as the Corybantian worshippers do not dance when in their senses...» 
trans. W.R.M. Lamb. 
52 Plato. Symp. 215E o{tan ga;r ajkouvw, poluv moi ma`llon h] tw`n korubantiwvntwn h{ te kardiva phda`/ 
kai; davkrua ejkcei`tai uJpo; tw`n lovgwn tw`n touvtou, oJrw` de; kai; a[llou~ pampovllou~ ta; aujta; pavsconta~. 
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and the discourses contra voluptates, he remembers his own longing for frugality, 
as well as the necessity of circumscribere gulam ac ventrem. Reflecting on his own 
reactions as a pupil, Seneca outlines a course marked first by an impetus and strong 
desire of aemulatio, then by an inevitable decrease of youthful passion. In any case, 
the icastic sententia “inde mihi quaedam permansere” confirms his adherence to 
the principle that I would define “conservative” in the teaching of philosophical 
precepts. Habits of renunciation here listed, cannot be defined as “abstinence” but 
they are close to the concept of abstinence, that expect the refusal of luxury food, 
such as oysters and mushrooms, and of perfumes, wine and hot baths. At par. 23 
Seneca declares that he persists in using a hard mattress, a habit taken from Attalus, 
who “laudare solebat culcitam quae resisteret corpori”53. 
This idea is repeated in Letter 87, 254 where Seneca describes how he undertakes 
ascetic practices of poverty. Sleeping on either a hard bed, a straw mattress or on the 
floor, was naturally a cynic diatribic topos of poverty which we find again in Teles’ 
fragments (53, 3 Hense) as well as in Diogenes’ habits, according to the testimony 
of Epictetus55 and of Lucian56. Lying in stramentis is also associated with Demetrius, 
in Letter 20, 9 and in Letter 18, 7. After suggesting that the exercise of frugality is a 
proof of firmitas animi, as opposed to the ridiculously affected ways of poverty of 
the rich, Seneca exhorts the use of verus grabattus: ille verus sit et sagum et panis 
durus ac sordidus. Also the memory of emulating Sotion’s vegetarianism reminds 
him of the ardour of his early approach to philosophy, and he uses once again the 
key term impetus, before speaking of amor felt for Pythagoras: par. 17 Quoniam 
coepi tibi exponere quanto maiore impetu ad philosophiam iuvenis accesserim quam 
senex pergam, non pudebit fateri quem mihi amorem Pythagoras iniecerit. 
The role and the psychagogic teaching methods of the teacher are in their turn 
associated with the idea of motivating strength which take over the pupil’s animus, 
characterized also by the total coherence between life and preaching. In regard 
to this last idea, in Letter 20, 2 he has already stated the necessity of accordance 
between opera and verba (Maximum hoc est et officium sapientiae et indicium, ut 
verbis opera concordent, ut ipse ubique par sibi idemque sit). Not by chance, either, 
as an example of radical coherence, at par. 9 do we find the figure of Demetrius, 
testis veri. Significantly, the concept is repeated in Letter 52, 8 (Eligamus ... qui 
vita docent, qui cum dixerunt quid faciendum sit probant faciendo, qui docent quid 
vitandum sit nec umquam in eo quod fugiendum dixerunt deprehenduntur). Here 
he recommends the teachers choose to teach from their own life, made distinctive 
through the accord between dicere and facere. 
We also find in Letter 108, 36 the negative reference to the teachers, whose life 
differs from their teaching, as they reduce the profession of teaching to purely a 
53 Sen. epist. 108, 23 Attalus culcitam quae resisteret corpori: tali utor etiam senex, in qua vesti-
gium apparere non possit.
54 Epist. 87, 2 Culcita in terra iacet, ego in culcita.
55 Epict. Ench. i 24, 7 to; d∆ ejp∆ ajstrwvtw/ pevdw/ kaqeuvdein levgei o{ti malakwtavth koivth ejstivn. 
56 Lucian. vit. Auct. 9; the same topos of poverty is associated to Pythagoras, Democritus and 
Epicurus as well: Pyth. ap. Stob. iii 1, 34; fr. 68 B 246. D.-K; Fr. 207 Us. (= fr. 126 Arrighetti).
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source of income: Nullos autem peius mereri de omnibus mortalibus iudico quam 
qui philosophiam velut aliquod artificium venale didicerunt, qui aliter vivunt quam 
vivendum esse praecipiunt. 
3.3. The Socratic inritator
Returning to the concept of philosophical teaching as an impetuous force, in 
Letter 108, 4, we find the definition of vis and a correspondence between its irre-
pressible impact and the light of the sun, which bronzes indiscriminately, and then 
he compares it to smell which permeates after a day in an a unguentaria taberna57. 
The whole letter seems characterized in the way in which it insists on a vocabulary, 
which highlights the vehemence of the paraenesis, the persuasive imperative and 
the strong stimulus the teacher has to show in his relation with the pupil.
The philosopher-teacher is thus defined as inritator58, with a Senecan word for-
mation which demonstrates clearly the role of the exhorter, of the disseminator of 
the semina virtutum that nature has generated in men59. Seneca usually employs the 
verb inrito to show the exciting, the stimulus of the passions, but also as a medical 
term, meaning inflammation, irritation60. The Senecan word formation appears all 
the more interesting if we notice that the teacher plays the role of a real exciter of 
virtues61, even though the word maintains a semantic nuance of annoying as well. 
As evidence of this, I would find an important relation with the figure of Socrates. 
The philosopher, in the Apology, compares his role towards Athens to that of an an-
noying gadfly placed close to a big, noble horse, which is rather lazy because of its 
size and consequently in need of being roused62. The gadfly makes clear the goad-
57 A similar comparison is present in De tranquillitate animi 4, where Seneca, in replying to 
Athenodorus, associates virtue, which spreads its healthy effect also from a distance, to medicines, 
which are useful just for their profused smell: Sen. tranq. 4, 7 Ut salutaria quaedam citra gustum 
tactumque odore proficiunt, ita virtus utilitatem etiam ex longinquo et latens fundit. 
58 The term inritator, here opposed to the honesti dissuasor, referred to the populus, occurs only in 
Letter 108; for Senecan neologisms with suffixes in -or, cfr. A. Bourgery, Sénèque prosateur. Études 
littéraires et grammaticales sur la prose de Sénèque le philosophe, Paris 1922, p. 260; cfr. ThlL x/1, 
426-455 in which the substantive is glossed: instigator, qui incitat; words in -or are usually employed 
referring to philosophers: in Letter 85, 41, the sapiens who tames pain, poverty, etc. is metaphorically 
compared to the domitor who manages to make wild animals docile; it is interesting to notice how 
another neologism in -or, formator, indicates in Consolatio ad Helviam 8, 3 and in Letter 65, 19 the 
creator of the Universe, the God. Other neologisms in -or, like adrisor, adrosor, conputator, vomitor, 
etc. show a specific, negative action by men that seems to remind of satiric behaviours. 
59 On the Stoic concept of semina virtutum, with reference to Letter 108, 7, cfr. J. Wildberger, 
Seneca und die Stoa. Der Platz des Menschen in der Welt, Berlin 2006, vol. 2, p. 700, note n. 779.
60 Cfr. e.g. tranq. 5, 1 inritabat se ipsa saevitia; epist. 58, 26 quod omnia ista, quae sensibus 
serviunt, quae nos accendunt et inritant; 97, 11 laetatur ille adulterio, in quod inritatus est ipsa diffi-
cultate; Cels. vi 9, 1 ne mandentis dentes inritet.
61 Cfr. in in this sense Lucr. i 70 sed eo magis acrem / inritat animi virtutem, effringere ut arta / 
naturae primus portarum claustra cupiret. 
62 Plato. Ap. 30D eja;n gavr me ajpokteivnhte, ouj rJa/divw~ a[llon toiou`ton euJrhvsete, ajtecnw`~ – eij 
kai; geloiovteron eijpei`n – proskeivmenon th`/ povlei uJpo; tou` qeou` w{sper i{ppw/ megavlw/ me;n kai; gen-
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ing action exercised by the philosopher towards the Athenians, and, in the passage, 
this idea is stressed, employing clearly “exhortatory” vocabulary (o}~ uJma`~ ejgeivrwn 
kai; peivqwn kai; ojneidivzwn e{na e{kaston oujde;n pauvomai). I would argue that the 
same concept of a stimulating exhortatio is present in Seneca’s representation of the 
master, in Letter 108. Τhe verbs that characterize his teaching style would confirm 
this, clearly demonstrating this necessary persuasion: concitare, excitare, inpellere 
(par. 7 Quidam ad magnificas voces excitantur et transeunt in adfectum dicentium 
alacres vultu et animo, nec aliter concitantur quam solent Phrygii tibicinis sono 
semiviri et ex imperio furentes [...] 8 facile est auditorem concitare ad cupidinem 
recti [...] cum inritator accessit, tunc illa animi bona veluti sopita excitantur [...] 
Haec rettuli ut probarem tibi quam vehementes haberent tirunculi impetus primos 
ad optima quaeque, si quis exhortaretur illos, si quis inpelleret)63.
The voces, the words and expressions of the master inritator are instead de-
fined first as magnificae, then as animosae. The latter adjective, in Letter 24, 2264, 
characterizes the dicta of the philosophers, inserted by Seneca into letters sent to 
Lucilius, together with the praecepta utilia. 
Significantly, in De Providentia 5, 5 Seneca recalls one vox animosa about re-
ligion by Demetrius, here defined fortissimus vir: hanc quoque animosam Demetri 
fortissimi viri vocem audisse me memini, and again, in Letter 110, 18, Attalus urges 
his pupils to behave in a manner that Seneca defines “great and spirited” (magnus 
and animosus) 65, holding fast to the moral imperative of austerity, contained in the 
vox quoted previously: habemus aquam, habemus polentam; Iovi ipsi controver-
siam de felicitate faciamus. 
It seems useful to make a quick comparison with Epicurus’ categories of pupils 
and teachers present in epist. 52, 3-466, where the group of those who find the im-
naivw/, uJpo; megevqou~ de; nwqestevrw/ kai; deomevnw/ ejgeivresqai uJpo; muvwpov~ tino~, oi|on dhv moi dokei` 
oJ qeo;~ ejme; th`/ povlei prosteqhkevnai toiou`tovn tina, o}~ uJma`~ ejgeivrwn kai; peivqwn kai; ojneidivzwn 
e{na e{kaston oujde;n pauvomai th;n hJmevran o{lhn pantacou` proskaqivzwn («for if you put me to death, 
you will not easily find another, who, to use a rather absurd figure, attaches himself to the city as a 
gadfly to a horse, which, though large and well bred, is sluggish on account of his size and needs to be 
aroused by stinging. I think the god fastened me upon the city in some such capacity, and I go about 
arousing, and urging and reproaching each one of you, constantly alighting upon you everywhere the 
whole day long» trans. H.N. Fowler); the comparison has already been noticed by M. von Albrecht, 
Sulla lingua e lo stile di Seneca, in P. Parroni (a cura di), Seneca e il suo tempo. Atti del Convegno 
internazionale di Roma-Cassino 11-14 novembre 1998, Roma 2000, pp. 227-247, p. 236 and note 12. 
63 Cfr. also Sen. epist. 94, 29 Omnium honestarum rerum semina animi gerunt, quae admonitione 
excitantur non aliter quam scintilla flatu levi adiuta ignem suum explicat; erigitur virtus cum tacta est 
et inpulsa. Praeterea quaedam sunt quidem in animo, sed parum prompta, quae incipiunt in expedito 
esse cum dicta sunt; quaedam diversis locis iacent sparsa, quae contrahere inexercitata mens non 
potest. Itaque in unum conferenda sunt et iungenda, ut plus valeant animumque magis adlevent. 
64 Cfr. Sen. epist. 24, 22 Video quo spectes: quaeris quid huic epistulae infulserim, quod dictum 
alicuius animosum, quod praeceptum utile. 
65 Cfr. epist. 110, 18 Disce parvo esse contentus et illam vocem magnus atque animosus exclama: 
habemus aquam, habemus polentam; Iovi ipsi controversiam de felicitate faciamus. 
66 Epist. 52, 3-4 Quosdam ait Epicurus ad veritatem sine ullius adiutorio exisse, fecisse sibi ipsos 
viam; hos maxime laudat quibus ex se impetus fuit, qui se ipsi protulerunt: quosdam indigere ope 
aliena non ituros si nemo praecesserit, sed bene secuturos. Ex his Metrodorum ait esse; egregium hoc 
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petus in themselves are compared with firstly the secuturi, needful of guidance and 
secondly those who have to be forced to behave with moral rectitude; here the role 
of the coactor is necessary67. Lacking, in my opinion, in the term coactor, which 
indicates in the first place the tax collector or the troops bringing up the rear, is the 
shade of meaning which implies “spur”, “excitement”. These are present instead in 
the Senecan neologism inritator. This word, therefore, indicates a moral guide, in-
tended as a product of philosophical teaching that found its most specific character-
istics in the paraenetic-diatribic force, and in the rhetoric-declamatory background. 
Also, with regards to the description of the eloquence and the moral admonitio 
of these masters, it is possible to single out common characteristics which corre-
spond with the fundamental paraenetic need for clarity, for the greater importance 
of the res rather than the verba and of a psychagogic strength capable of taking 
over the animus of the pupil, who will renounce subtleties and excessive attention 
to detail. We deduce that Attalus was an excellent rhetorician from Seneca’s second 
suasoria, where we learn that the Stoic competing with one of Dorio’s sententiae, 
would become more forceful with the use of the comparative adverb animosius: 
par. 12 magnae vir eloquentiae, ex his philosophis quos vestra aetas vidit longe et 
subtilissimus et facundissimus, cum tam magna et nobili sententia certavit et mihi 
dixisse videtur animosius quam prior. As for Papirius Fabianus, whose eloquence 
is again described by Seneca the Elder, we find in the Letters only the description of 
him as a philosopher and a defence against the criticism of his style. With reference 
to Letter 100, the insistence on the distinction between philosophy and rhetoric 
is constant and consequently this is why it is impossible to expect the same rhe-
torical decoration in the eloquence of the master, in the compositio or in a similar 
oratorical language. Of primary interest is the passage of brev. 10, 168, in which the 
scathing descriptions of the occupati are interrupted by a short rhetorical digression 
quoque, sed secundae sortis ingenium. Nos ex illa prima nota non sumus; bene nobiscum agitur, si in 
secundam recipimur. Ne hunc quidem contempseris hominem qui alieno beneficio esse salvus potest; 
et hoc multum est, velle servari. Praeter haec adhuc invenies genus aliud hominum ne ipsum quidem 
fastidiendum eorum qui cogi ad rectum conpellique possunt, quibus non duce tantum opus sit sed 
adiutore et, ut ita dicam, coactore. 
67 For a hint about the passage, cfr. M. Bellincioni, Educazione, cit., p. 74.
68 Cfr. Sen. brev. 10, 1 Solebat dicere Fabianus, non ex his cathedrariis philosophis, sed ex veris et 
antiquis, contra affectus impetu, non subtilitate pugnandum, nec minutis vulneribus sed incursu aver-
tendam aciem; non probat cavillationes; vitia enim contundi debere, non vellicari. Tamen ut illis error 
exprobretur suus, docendi, non tantum deplorandi sunt. I am quoting the text of Williams (G.D. Williams 
[ed.], Seneca. De otio. De brevitate vitae, Cambridge 2003), who reproduces non probat cavillationes; 
vitia enim (with an explanation at p. 176): Reynolds (L.D. Reynolds [ed.], L. Annaei Senecae Dialogorum 
libri duodecim, Oxonii 1977) expunges the affirmation non probat cavillationes, together with others be-
fore him (e.g. Castiglioni), considering it a gloss entered in the text; differently Bourgery (A. Bourgery, 
Sénèque, cit.) keeps the emended text non proba<ba>t cavillationem enim; as Williams explains, «oratio 
recta interrupting oratio obliqua is easily paralled» (p. 176); it seems to me that is preferable, even with 
several doubts, to maintain cavillationes, which has a technical use, rather than considering it a gloss: the 
word seems to find a confirmation of this use in Senecan letters, especially (and it cannot be by chance) 
in Letter 108; for a commentary on De brevitate vitae, cfr. A. Traina (a cura di), Lucio Anneo Seneca. La 
brevità della vita. Con un’antologia di pagine senecane sul tempo, Torino 19752.     
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describing Fabianus as a protagonist. A quotation from the master illuminates the 
philosopher’s preference for a style which shuns cavillationes69, dialectic subtle-
ties, in favour of an eloquence which would warn strongly against passion. 
As Setaioli points out70, though Fabianus’ style was closer to the ideal of sermo 
rather than disputatio – the two Senecan components of style identified by Setaioli– 
we can also understand from the passage the psychagogic strength that the philoso-
pher thought necessary in preaching contra vitia. 
Seneca asserts that the orator is a real philosopher, ex veris et antiquis, as op-
posed to cathedrarii story tellers, in order to show, to quote Traina, «the represen-
tatives of theorical and verbose teaching, in contrast with the praxis»71. A passage 
from Letter 7172 provides a useful description of and a “gloss” on the cathedrarius. 
The letter is about the summum bonum, for which we have to strive, every time we 
need to know quid fugiendum sit aut quid petetendum (par. 2), and it is significantly 
imbued with diatribic reminiscences (these images are taken from daily practical 
life73, using metaphors from the nautical or military field of reference74 etc.). In par. 6 
Seneca, with two emphatic imperatives (erige te ... et relinque), warns Lucilius 
literally to “rise” and leave the ludus, the literary exercise played by those philo-
sophi who reduce the philosophical material (res magnificentissima) to a game of 
syllabae, a strictly grammar term. The result obtained by these masters is still to 
debase and overwhelm the animus, teaching things of little value and preaching a 
false philosophy, the distinctive feature of which is its difficulty. Also the exemplum 
69 About Seneca’s use of this term, cfr. epist. 45, 5 Multum illis temporis verborum cavillatio eri-
puit, captiosae disputationes, quae acumen inritum exercent; 82, 8 Faciet autem illud firmum adsidua 
meditatio, si non verba exercueris, sed animum, si contra mortem te praeparaveris, adversus quam 
non exhortabitur nec attollet, qui cavillationibus tibi persuadere temptaverit mortem malum non esse; 
102, 20 Cavillatoribus istis abunde responderimus; 108, 12 Urge, hoc preme, hoc onera, relictis 
ambiguitatibus et syllogismis et cavillationibus et ceteris acuminis inriti ludicris; 111, 1 Aptissimum 
tamen videtur mihi, quo Cicero usus est: “cavillationes” vocat; 111, 4 Ergo et supra humana est et 
par sibi in omni statu rerum, sive secundo cursu vita procedit, sive fluctuatur et it per adversa ac 
difficilia: hanc constantiam cavillationes istae de quibus paulo ante loquebar, praestare non possunt. 
About the word cavillatio as a technical term of the dialectic arguments, cfr. M. Armisen Marchetti, 
La syllabe qui ronge le fromage: nature et limites de la dialectique selon Sénèque, «Prometheus» 35 
(2009), pp. 164-184, at pp. 169, and passim. 
70 Cfr. A. Setaioli, Facundus, cit., pp. 118-119, and passim.
71 A. Traina, Lucio Anneo, cit., p. 22.
72 Cfr. Sen. epist. 71, 6-7 Erige te, Lucili virorum optime, et relinque istum ludum litterarium phi-
losophorum qui rem magnificentissimam ad syllabas vocant, qui animum minuta docendo demittunt 
et conterunt: fies similis illis, qui invenerunt ista, non qui docent et id agunt, ut philosophia potius 
difficilis quam magna videatur. Socrates, qui totam philosophiam revocavit ad mores et hanc sum-
mam dixit esse sapientiam, bona malaque distinguere, “sequere” inquit “illos, si quid apud te habeo 
auctoritatis, ut sis beatus, et te alicui stultum videri sine. Quisquis volet, tibi contumeliam faciat et 
iniuriam, tu tamen nihil patieris, si modo tecum erit virtus. Si vis” inquit, “beatus esse, si fide bona 
vir bonus, sine contemnat te aliquis”. 
73 Cfr. at par. 2 the metaphor of the painter: Nemo, quamvis paratos habeat colores, similitudinem 
reddet, nisi iam constat quid velit pingere. 
74 Cfr. par. 3 Scire debet quid petat ille qui sagittam vult mittere, et tunc derigere ac moderari 
manu telum: errant consilia nostra, quia non habent quo derigantur; ignoranti quem portum petat 
nullus suus ventus est. 
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Socratis, at par. 7, owes much to diatribic tradition75: here Seneca insists on the ab-
solute importance of moral philosophy, the purpose of which is to distinguish good 
from evil, according to Socrates. 
It is interesting to make comparison with Letter 108, where the condemnation of 
those who teach to dispute rather than to live is uncompromising. At parr. 11-12, for 
the disputatio of moral topics, the use of the ethical carmen is advised76, because it 
has greater impact on the animus. With the very same use of the verb relinquo, he 
encourages abandonment of «misunderstandings, syllogisms, sophisms and other 
games of useless subtleties» (relictis ambiguitatibus et syllogismis et cavillationi-
bus et ceteris acuminis inriti ludicris). In place of these, he promotes an eloquentia 
with greater paraenetic abilities, the only aim of which is to banish the truth of the 
philosophical message, addressing the honestum and the rectum, whilst paying at-
tention to and impressing the animus of the listeners. 
This necessity for an advocatus of the truth – an image of a clearly declamatory 
flavour –, able to mould youth not yet corrupted, brings us back just to Attalus (par. 
13), and also establishes an interesting link with the epithet assigned to Demetrius 
in epist. 20, 9 non praeceptor veri sed testis. 
Furthermore, the eloquence of Attalus (audirem ... perorantem) is characterized 
by such a paraenetic vigour and powerful force that, in complete harmony with the 
greatness of the taught res, is able to instil in the young Seneca an unrestrained love 
for philosophy and a strong spirit of emulation. 
4. Rhetoric, Cynic background and a taste for imageries
Returning to the passage of De brevitate vitae and Fabianus’ quote, we should 
note the vocabulary, which skilfully combines technical rhetorical terms with words 
from the military semantic field, evidence of a possible Cynic-diatribic derivation77 
75 It is enough to say that Socrates is the main character of three anecdotes in Teles’ fragments: pp. 
9, 6; 17, 1; 61, 7 Hense.
76 «In epist. 71 l’invito alla concisione e alla pregnanza espressiva del discorso morale non si con-
cretizza, come in epist. 108, nella prescrizione del carmen etico. Ma il pensiero profondo che comanda 
i due testi è il medesimo e produce risonanze di evidente affinità», G. Mazzoli, Seneca e la poesia, 
cit., p. 191.   
77 About the military metaphors in both Cynic and diatribic tradition, see P.P. Fuentes González, 
Les diatribes, cit., pp. 481 ff.; A. Oltramare, Les origines, cit., p. 28; for martial images in Seneca, cfr. 
M.A. Cervellera, Seneca. Sermo castrensis e metafore militari, «Rudiae» 2 (1990), pp. 51-63; G.B. 
Lavery, Metaphors of War and Travel in Seneca’s Prose Work, «Greece and Rome» 27/2 (1980), p. 149; 
M. Armisen-Marchetti, Sapientiae facies. Étude sur les images de Sénèque, Paris 1989, pp. 94-97. 
I would point out that military metaphors are abundantly employed not only in Cynic and diatribic 
tradition. It is enough here to remember how both Lucretius and Cicero use military images: see, 
e.g., W. Fitzgerald, Lucretius’ Cure for Love in the De Rerum Natura, «Class. World» 78/2 (1978), 
p. 85 and note 35; I.G. Mastrorosa, Similitudini, metafore e lessico militari nella trattatistica retorica 
latina. Cicerone e Quintiliano, in S. Sconocchia - L. Toneatto (a cura di), Lingue tecniche del greco 
e del latino. Atti del iii Seminario internazionale sulla letteratura scientifica e tecnica greca e latina, 
Bologna 2000, pp. 277-310.
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very dear to Senecan philosophical language: it suffices to quote a sententia in epist. 
96, 5 Atque vivere, Lucili, militare est. In Antisthenes’ preaching, virtue is compared 
to a weapon which is irremovable78. In a fragment from Teles (53, 2 Hense), he con-
structs a comparison between a lightly armed soldier who, in the case of attack, can 
easily retreat to the camp, and the kuniko;~ bivo~ whose ascetic attitude allows him, 
in the case of illness and poverty, a «retreat» to «one meal a day, serving himself, a 
cloak and, in the end, death», as illustrated in the features of the Cynic way of living. 
Epictetus, whose debt to diatribe preaching has been clearly acknowledged, states79: 
«every man’s virtue is a long and complicated military campaign. One must main-
tain the character of the soldier»80. 
There is no chance, therefore, that Seneca will refer speeches and quotations us-
ing these metaphors from the military field of reference either to Sextius the Father 
or to Attalus. This will demonstrate that Seneca’s approach to the type of preaching, 
defined for ease as “diatribic”, was mediated first by the influence of his teachers. 
Seneca makes a long and articulate comparison between the spiritual readiness and 
resoluteness of wise Sextius the Father, and the state of readiness which soldiers 
must maintain under threat of attack. A similar metaphorical structure in the pas-
sage previously quoted by Teles, where a military attack is compared to “attacks 
in life”, is also in Sextius. In Teles “the attacks” are represented by poverty and 
illness, and in Sextius by paupertas, luctus, ignominia, dolor: 
epist. 59, 7 Movit me imago ab illo posita: ire quadrato agmine exercitum, ubi hostis ab 
omni parte suspectus est, pugnae paratum. “Idem” inquit “sapiens facere debet: omnis vir-
tutes suas undique expandat, ut ubicumque infesti aliquid orietur, illic parata praesidia sint 
et ad nutum regentis sine tumultu respondeant.” Quod in exercitibus iis quos imperatores 
magni ordinant fieri videmus, ut imperium ducis simul omnes copiae sentiant, sic dispositae 
ut signum ab uno datum peditem simul equitemque percurrat, hoc aliquanto magis necessa-
rium esse nobis ait. Illi enim saepe hostem timuere sine causa, tutissimumque illis iter quod 
suspectissimum fuit: nihil stultitia pacatum habet; tam superne illi metus est quam infra; 
utrumque trepidat latus; sequuntur pericula et occurrunt; ad omnia pavet, inparata est et 
ipsis terretur auxiliis. Sapiens autem, ad omnem incursum munitus, intentus, non si pauper-
tas, non si luctus, non si ignominia, non si dolor impetum faciat, pedem referet: interritus et 
contra illa ibit et inter illa. Nos multa alligant, multa debilitant. 
Seneca refers to a sententia by Attalus in Letter 67, 15, in which appear also the 
theme of Fortune and the preference for a destiny in castris as opposed to deliciae: 
Attalus Stoicus dicere solebat, “malo me fortuna in castris suis quam in deliciis 
habeat. Torqueor, sed fortiter: bene est. Occidor, sed fortiter: bene est”. In the same 
context we find Demetrius’ quotation, significantly, which compares a life without 
Fortune’s attacks to a dead sea: (par. 14 Hoc loco mihi Demetrius noster occurrit, 
qui vitam securam et sine ullis fortunae incursionibus mare mortuum vocat). Re-
78 D.L. iv 13 tei`co~ ajsfalevstaton frovnhsin: mhvte ga;r katarrei`n mhvte prodivdosqai. 
79 For a work on how much Epictetus owes from diatribic preaching, see V. Zangrado, L’espressione 
colloquiale nelle Diatribe di Epitteto, «Quad. Urb. Cult. Class.» 59/2 (1998), pp. 81-108.
80 Epict. iii 24, 34 ou{tw~ de; kai; ejnqavde: strateiva tiv~ ejstin oJ bivo~ eJkavstou kai; au{th makra; kai; 
poikivlh. threi`n se dei` to; tou` stratiwvtou kai; tou` strathgou` pro;~ neu`ma prassein e{kasta.     
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turning to the quotation of Fabianus, we see affirmed firstly the necessity to fight, 
in the use of the common verb pugnare, based less on subtilitas81, a specific term 
which refers to the subtlety of the rhetorical authors in the Letters, and more on 
impetus, characterizing the neophyte, whom we have already discussed. 
The military metaphor continues with the exhortation to get rid of passions, with 
a second negative which sets the minuta vulnera against the incursus. The conclu-
sion of the quotation also provides a sententia in which the verb vellico82 conveys 
the strong physical sense of goading whereas elsewhere it had also suggested philo-
sophical exhortation. Vellico is insufficient in the “war” against the passions, where 
the prosaic action of “striking” becomes inevitable in the use of the verb contundo. 
At epist. 64, 283, following the example of the ancient sages, we find an important 
comparison with what was affirmed about Sextius’ the Father. From reading Sextius, 
magnus vir, we find evidence of his force and dynamic energy (vigor and animus), 
absent in all the other philosophers. Seneca’s criticism is especially applied to those 
philosophers habentes nomen, whose writings, defined as exanguia, results a lack of 
vigour and consistency. Immediately after, with an effective asyndetic construction, 
three negative examples of the behaviour of these philosophers are listed: par. 3 
instituunt, disputant, cavillantur. In this last verb, we find again the criticism of 
rhetoric subtleties, already refused by Fabianus. The conclusion is that these phi-
losophers clearly cannot instil animus, because they do not posses it. Furthermore, 
it is precisely the animus which makes Sextius’ writings so lively, thus encouraging 
Seneca to make an affirmation marked by a strong rhetorical impact. This asyndetic 
81 For Seneca the word subtilitas has a double meaning. It maintains a positive nuance for example 
in epist. 95, 61: it here displays the intellectual complexity which is necessary to comprehend the 
difficulties in learning some philosophical concepts, the issues which require probationes: Quaedam 
admonitionem in philosophia desiderant, quaedam probationem et quidem multam, quia involuta sunt 
vixque summa diligentia ac summa subtilitate aperiuntur. In nat. ii 50, 1 Seneca praises Attalus’ sub-
tilitas since it is able to mix up both Greek and Etruscan disciplinae (Attalus noster, vir egregius, qui 
Etruscorum disciplinam Graeca subtilitate miscuerat). Furthermore in ibidem iv a. 6, the subtilitas 
is referred to Passenus, defined shrewd «in every practical matter especially in diagnosing and treat-
ing faults of character»: Crispus Passienus, quo ego nil cognovi subtilius in omnibus quidem rebus, 
maxime in distinguendis et curandis vitiis. Nevertheless, the term has mostly a negative meaning, 
associated to the quibbling dialectic of the ancient Stoics, which is criticized in the conclusion of the 
Letter 82. The subtilitas also marks the employ of the sterile rhetorical devices: cfr. epist. 88, 43 Audi 
quantum mali faciat nimia subtilitas et quam infesta veritati sit. For a collections of passages about 
the subtilitas and its nuances, cfr. M. Bellincioni (a cura di), Lucio Anneo Seneca. Libro xv. Le let-
tere 94 e 95, Brescia 1979, p. 316; for Seneca’s passages on the critics of the nimia subtilitas, cfr. G. 
Scarpat, La lettera 65, cit., pp. 157-176; G. Mazzoli, La retorica del destino. La demonstratio diluvii 
in Seneca, nat. quaest. iii 27-30, «Pallas» 69 (2005), pp. 167-178, at pp. 125-126.
82 Cfr. Sen. epist. 20, 13 Potius excitandus e somno et vellicandus est animus admonendusque 
naturam nobis minimum constituisse; 63, 1 Illum quoque ista res vellicabit, sed tantum vellicabit. 
83 Cfr. epist. 64, 2 Lectus est deinde liber Quinti Sextii patris, magni, si quid mihi credis, viri, et 
licet neget Stoici. Quantus in illo, di boni, vigor est, quantum animi! Hoc non in omnibus philosophis 
invenies: quorundam scripta clarum habentium nomen exanguia sunt. Instituunt, disputant, cavillan-
tur, non faciunt animum quia non habent: cum legeris Sextium, dices, “vivit, viget, liber est, supra 
hominem est, dimittit me plenum ingentis fiduciae”. In qua positione mentis sim cum hunc lego fatebor 
tibi: libet omnis casus provocare, libet exclamare, “quid cessas, fortuna? congredere: paratum vides”. 
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affirmation involves alliteration of the sound V and a climax which reaffirms its en-
ergy – that Romanum robur noticed in nat. vii 32, 284 – and freedom, up to the fea-
ture of being above the human (par. 3 “vivit, viget, liber est, supra hominem est”). 
This seems to bear an affinity with another passage from Seneca. In brev. 14, 2, in 
the dissertation on the time required for dedication to sapientia, we find an interest-
ing reference to the main Hellenistic schools, with which it is important to draw re-
lationships, from Socrates to the Cynics. If it is possible to «dispute» with Socrates, 
to doubt with Carneades, to live in retirement with Epicurus, «to overcome human 
nature» with the Stoics (in which «humane nature», according to Billerbeck85, is to 
be referred to the nature of the human passions), for the Cynics is reserved the ac-
tion of «rising above human nature» and establishing, arguably, an important link 
with what is affirmed in Sextius’ book. It is Seneca himself who reminds us that 
Sextius did not wish to be considered a Stoic, and this denial could be ascribed to the 
eclectic behaviour of the master, imbued not only with Pythagorean principles, but 
also Platonic. It is not my wish that Sextius be considered a Cynic philosopher tout 
court, but I should like to stress, within the remit of this study, the significant affin-
ity between the Senecan vision of Cynic philosophy «rising above human nature», 
and the picture that the philosopher draws in its maturity of the founder of the secta.
Both Attalus’ preaching and the reading of Sextius had a peculiarly strong psy-
chagogic grip over the pupil Seneca, who came to be in such a positio mentis as to 
be able to emulate courage in challenging fate, testing himself and showing virtues: 
epist. 64, 4 In qua positione mentis sim cum hunc lego fatebor tibi: libet omnis casus 
provocare, libet exclamare, “quid cessas, fortuna? congredere: paratum vides”.     
The apostrophe to Fortune is primary a cynic topos86 and it is also attested in 
diatribic literature87. I would only mention Teles p. 62, 3 Hense. At the end of the 
fragment Peri; ajpaqeiva~, the sentence on the pilot who has to keep the bow even in 
the worst case, continuing on course, and quoted almost literally by Seneca’s Letter 
85, is glossed by the exhortation towards Fortune: «at any rate a man, and not a stu-
pid one» (kalw`~ to; tou` kubernhvtou ejkeivnou “ajll∆ ou\n ge, w\ Povseidon, ojrqhvn”. 
ou[tw kai; ajnh;r ajgaqo;~ ei[poi pro;~ th;n tuvchn “ajll∆ ou\n ge a[ndra, kai; ouj bla`ka”).
                    
84 Sen. nat. vii 32, 2 Sextiorum nova et Romani roboris secta inter initia sua, cum magno impetu 
coepisset, extincta est.
85 Cfr. M. Billerbeck, Der Kyniker, cit., p. 15.
86 In an apophthegm quoted by Stobaeus, Diogenes, after falling again into disgraces, replies to 
Tuvch: “You did well, Fortune, in putting yourself in front of me” (ii 44, 71 peripesw;n d∆ au` tisi 
sunptwvmasin e[legen “eu\ ge, w\ Tuvch, o{ti mou ajrrevnw~ proevsthka~”); in another apophthegm it 
is the Tuvch to reproach Diogenes: «Diogenes said that he thaught he saw Fortune leaping upon him 
and saying: “I am not able to touch this mad dog”» (iii 8, 21 Diogevnh~ e[fh nomivzein oJra`n th;n Tuvchn 
ejnorouvousan aujtw\/ kai; levgousan: [Θ 299] “tou`ton d∆ ouj duvnamai balevein kuvna lusshth`ra”); 
the apostrophe to the Fortune is not only present in Cynic background, but it is also a Stoic topic and 
both literary and rhetorical device (see, e.g., Ter. Phormio 841; Sen. contr. i 1, 17); however, what 
is especially Cynic is the insistence on challenging the Fortune in order to show one’s ability to be 
resistant to its force.
87 For the topic of the challenge with the Fortune is useful the collection of passages by A. 
Oltramare, Les origines, cit., p. 57, theme 57.
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It won’t be a chance that this apophthegm is quoted also in Seneca’s Letter 98, 
14. Here, after the example of Sextius, Seneca exhorts to not reject the life indicated 
by nature, in order to not be at the mercy of greed, fear and the whims of destiny. 
It is the nature to show the path for the integrity, for being able to stand every pain, 
apostrophizing Fortune in this way: «you have to deal with a man; seek someone 
whom you can conquer!» (Cum viro tibi negotium est: quaere quem vincas), where 
the expression negotium est, referred to Fortune, recalls the agere negotium that is 
present in Diogenes’ allocution in tranq. 8, 8: “Age tuum negotium, fortuna, nihil 
apud Diogenen iam tui est”88.
5. The eloquence of Demetrius 
A final short but significant passage dedicated to Demetrius confirms to us that 
these philosophers, in Seneca’s representation, were assimilated into a preaching 
characterised by paraenetic needs, resulting fundamentally in the element of irre-
sistible energy, uncontaminated by any artifice. 
In benef. vii 8, 289 the eloquence of Demetrius is described primarily as adapt-
able to most serious situations (eloquentiae vero eius, quae res fortissimas deceat), 
referring to Paenatius’ theory of prevpon (decorum). In Cicero the importance of 
decorum, for oratorical concerns, is first affirmed in Orator. Here, he highlights the 
same necessity of “knowing what is fitting”, as in life as in the eloquence, prefigur-
ing the unavoidable link between mores and verba that marks Seneca’s preaching 
(par. 70 Ut enim in vita sic in oratione nihil est difficilius quam quid deceat videre; 
par. 71 semperque in omni parte orationis ut vitae quid deceat est considerandum). 
An explicit reference to decorum is also present in De oratore i 13290, written, ac-
cording to Narducci91, in years quite near to the time of De officiis. As according to 
the harmony precept set in Letter 100, in which Fabianus is the main character and 
in which it said that an oratio sollicita philosophum non decet, Demetrius, a Cynic 
philosopher marked by an exacta sapientia, is able to associate the simplicity of 
the form to the seriousness of the arguments. What mostly marks Demetrius’ oratio 
is the lack of over-elaboration in his style, contrasting with the ingens animus and 
the impetus, which were entrusted with the expression of res suae. The vocabulary 
employed for Demetrius’ eloquence reflects the terminology used also for both Fa-
88 Cfr. supra, note 41.
89 Sen. benef. vii 8, 2 Paulo ante Demetrium rettuli, [...] virum exactae, licet neget ipse, sapientiae 
firmaeque in iis, quae proposuit, constantiae, eloquentiae vero eius, quae res fortissimas deceat, non 
concinnatae nec in verba sollicitae, sed ingenti animo, prout impetus tulit, res suas prosequentis.
90 Cic. de orat. i 132 Ego enim neminem nec motu corporis neque ipso habitu atque forma aptio-
rem nec voce pleniorem aut suaviorem mihi videor audisse; quae quibus a natura minora data sunt, 
tamen illud adsequi possunt, ut eis, quae habent, modice et scienter utantur et ut ne dedeceat. Id 
enim est maxime vitandum et de hoc uno minime est facile praecipere non mihi modo, qui sicut unus 
paterfamilias his de rebus loquor, sed etiam ipsi illi Roscio, quem saepe audio dicere caput esse artis 
decere, quod tamen unum id esse, quod tradi arte non possit.
91 Cfr. E. Narducci, Cicerone e l’eloquenza romana, Roma-Bari 1997, p. 84 and note 20.
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bianus’ and Sextius’ style. We find the importance of both animus and impetus, the 
force, the energetic vigour and the vitality, rather than an eloquence based on arti-
ficial features (concinnitas and sollicitas). The sollicitas is also criticized in Letter 
115, 292. The letter thinks over the straight correlation between eloquence and mo-
dus vivendi, here represented by a constant overlapping of human and stylistic traits 
and summarized by the sentence oratio cultus animi est 93. The polished style, here 
defined sollicitus and politus, is associated to an animus devoted to petty things 
(pusillae). Otherwise, an animus characterized by greatness has an eloquence that 
expresses itself simply and safely (Cuiuscumque orationem videris sollicitam et 
politam, scito animum quoque non minus esse pusillis occupatum. Magnus ille re-
missius loquitur et securius; quaecumque dicit plus habent fiduciae quam curae). 
The sense of trust expressed by the words, the ideal of force and verbal solidity is 
opposed to excessive formal care. The latter is represented by the images of young 
dandies, «with their beards and hair neat and glistening, all straight out from the 
band-box» (Nosti comptulos iuvenes, barba et coma nitidos, de capsula totos: nihil 
ab illis speraveris forte, nihil solidum). Furthermore, if style represents the expres-
sion of the soul, an eloquence in which the element of concinnitas prevails is meta-
phorically described as a vulgar, artificial woman «trimmed, or dyed, or treated» 
(si circumtonsa est et fucata et manu facta). According to Degl’Innocenti Pierini94, 
in a philosophical “rigorism” which expresses a “strong agreement of the virtue”, 
a straight relation between life and word, beyond the image of the oratio fucata we 
should recognize the tale of the Choice of Heracles95. The personified Kakiva is 
here depicted as a sensual woman, with an eye-catching beauty, who is altered by 
the use of cosmetic artifices. 
Coming back to Demetrius, the gloss of the rhetorical digression reasserts the 
importance of constancy, which is the most notable characteristic of the Cynic, and 
which is realized with a perfect correspondence of vita and facultas dicendi. This 
92 Sen. epist. 115, 2 Cuiuscumque orationem videris sollicitam et politam, scito animum quoque 
non minus esse pusillis occupatum. Magnus ille remissius loquitur et securius; quaecumque dicit plus 
habent fiduciae quam curae. Nosti comptulos iuvenes barba et coma nitidos, de capsula totos: nihil ab 
illis speraveris forte, nihil solidum. Oratio cultus animi est: si circumtonsa est et fucata et manu facta, 
ostendit illum quoque non esse sincerum et habere aliquid fracti. Non est ornamentum virile concin-
nitas; on the letter, defined «corollario conclusivo delle non poche riflessioni e osservazioni relative 
allo stile – presenti nell’epistolario –», see G. Laudizi, Oratio cultus animi est (Sen. epist. 115, 2), 
«Maia» 59/1 (2007), pp. 41-59. 
93 For an accurate analysis of the passage, see M. Möller, Talis oratio-qualis vita. Zu Theorie und 
Praxis mimetischer Verfahren in der griechisch-römischen Literaturkritik, Heidelberg 2004, pp. 240 ff.; 
G. Laudizi, Oratio, cit., pp. 44 ff. 
94 I am referring to a work in progress that I had the privilege to know in advance, with my thank 
to the scholar.
95 Xen. mem. ii 1, 21-34, I am quoting the passage with the description of Kakiva’s artificial beauty: 
see par. 22 th;n d∆ eJtevran teqrammevnhn me;n eij~ polusarkivan te kai; aJpalovthta, kekallwpismevnhn 
de; to; me;n crw`ma w{ste leukotevran te kai; ejruqrotevran tou` o[nto~ dokei`n faivnesqai, to; de; sch`ma 
w{ste dokei`n ojrqotevran th`~ fuvsew~ ei\nai, ta; de; o[mmata e[cein ajnapeptamevna, ejsqh`ta de; ejx h|~ a]n 
mavlista w{ra dialavmpoi. On Prodicus’ story, cfr. supra, note 28; for a commentary of the passage, 
see O. Gigon, Kommentar zum zweiten Buch von Xenophons Memorabilien, Basel 1956, pp. 63 ff.
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accord is represented also with the anaphoric repetition of talis: huic non dubito 
quin providentia et talem vitam et talem dicendi facultatem dederit. Such affirma-
tion guarantees the respect of the rule conveyed by the motto of Letter 114, 1 talis 
hominibus fuit oratio qualis vita and it represents Demetrius as an anti-Maecenas. 
Maecenas’ way of life reflected the weakness of his verses, the insignita verba96, 
that eloquence considered by Seneca utterly “monstrous” 97. 
To sum up, it is useful to recall the end of Letter 8798, which follows the syllogisms 
about the poverty of the ancient Stoics, often criticised for their rhetorical subtleties. 
At par. 41 in order to urge and overcome (suadere and expugnare) the passions, using 
a paraenetic vocabulary and a significant military verb, Seneca exhorts his readers 
not to circumscribere, not to use circumlocutions. He uses an admonitio based on 
clarity and, according to circumstances, on vigour (si possumus, fortius loquamur; si 
minus, apertius), once again showing respect for the lessons of his masters.     
             
Abstract: In his Letters, Seneca gives us a representation of those who had been his teach-
ers since his first philosophical education: Sotion and Papirius Fabianus, from the School 
of the Sextii, the Stoic Attalus, the Cynic Demetrius, who, even though had never been 
one of Seneca’s official teacher, is portrayed in the traits of a real “moral master”. This 
article focuses on the representation of these teachers, according to common features that 
let issue a proper teaching theory. I will point out the description of the eloquence of these 
characters and I will show how they have held an essential role for Seneca’s approach to a 
philosophical model that, if not naturally Cynic, was based however on the preaching of an 
austere moral in a programmatic way. I will also demonstrate how they have represented a 
fundamental mediation in Seneca’s exploitation of topoi, imagery, and language close to the 
so-called “diatribic tradition”.
Keywords: Seneca; The School of Sextii, Attalus, Cynism, Stoicism. 
96 Cfr. Sen. epist. 114, 4 Quid ergo? non oratio eius aeque soluta est quam ipse discinctus? non 
tam insignita illius verba sunt quam cultus, quam comitatus, quam domus, quam uxor?
97 Cfr. ibi, par. 7 hanc ipsam laudem suam corrupit istis orationis portentosissimae deliciis; «pra-
vi anche i mores, come i verba di Mecenate, dunque, che ne sono l’indizio. La spia lessicale della 
“depravazione” (-perversione) intacca la sfera dello stile letterario», P. Mantovanelli, Profundus. Stu-
dio di un campo semantico dal latino arcaico al latino Cristiano, Roma 1981, p. 77; for Maecenas 
depicted by Seneca, see R. Degl’Innocenti Pierini, Seneca, Mecenate e il ritratto in movimento, in F. 
Gasti (a cura di), Seneca e la letteratura greca e latina, per i settant’anni di Giancarlo Mazzoli. Atti 
della ix Giornata Ghisleriana di Filologia Classica. Pavia 22 ottobre 2010, Pavia 2012, pp. 45-66 
with up-to-date bibliography; for a profile of the literary Maecenas, with an analysis of the poetic 
fragments, cfr. S. Mattiacci - A. Perruccio, Anti-mitologia ed eredità neoterica in Marziale. Genesi e 
forme di una poetica, Pisa 2007, pp. 138-146. 
98 Cfr. Sen. epist. 87, 41 Putemus nos ad contionem vocatos; lex de abolendis divitiis fertur. His 
interrogationibus suasuri aut dissuasuri sumus? His effecturi, ut populus Romanus paupertatem, fun-
damentum et causam imperii sui, requirat ac laudet, divitias autem suas timeat, ut cogitet has se apud 
victos repperisse, hinc ambitum et largitiones et tumultus in urbem sanctissimam et temperantissimam 
inrupisse, nimis luxuriose ostentari gentium spolia, quod unus populus eripuerit omnibus, facilius 
ab omnibus uni eripi posse? Hanc satius est suadere et expugnare adfectus, non circumscribere. Si 
possumus, fortius loquamur; si minus, apertius. vale. 
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